
 
 
                    Sierra Club Nuclear Free Core Team 
                                  Mark Muhich, member  
                     2466 Emmons Rd., Jackson MI 49201  
 
 

                               March 21, 2019 
 
 

Ms. Lisa E. Gordon-Hagerty 
Under Secretary for Nuclear Security and NNSA Administrator 
U.S. Department of Energy 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
1000 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, DC 20585 
    
 
Legal requirement under NEPA to prepare a Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (PEIS) concerning speculative expansion of plutonium pit production 

to the Savannah River Site 
 
Dear Ms. Gordon-Hagerty, 

 

Sierra Club opposes the “repurposing” of the de-funded MOX plant FOR PLUTONIMU 

PIT PRODUCTION FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS at the Savannah River Site for the 

following reasons: 

 

1. NNSA has not shown that the production of new plutonium pits (pits) are 

necessary to maintain a secure nuclear arsenal. As many as 20,000 “pits” 

currently are stored at the PANTEX facility in Texas. 

 

2. The MOX facility was never designed for the production of plutonium pits.  In fact, 

construction of the proposed MOX facility was done without complete 

engineering or architectural design, and with no complete construction records, 

rendering it unusable as a MOX facility and certainly unusable and unsafe as a 

plutonium pit fabrication plant. 

 

3. Congress has never authorized $95 Million to be used by NNSA for the 

conversion of the MOX plant to a plutonium pit production facility. 

 

4. The MOX plant is one of the more costly federal boondoggles in US history, 

costing well over $10 Billion, with nothing to show for it. As irresponsible as this 

project is, it is senseless to throw upwards of $10 Billion over the next decades 

into a dangerous plutonium pit plant. 



 

5. The lethal legacy of plutonium production has scarred the landscape of many 

U.S. sites. The Department of Energy has never demonstrated the ability to clean 

up these toxic plutonium sites, i.e., Hanford, Rocky Flats and Savannah River 

Site, to name a few. 

 

6. DOE has yet to devise a workable plan to dispose of 12 Tons of Plutonium 

already stored for a decade at SRS. 

 

7. NNSA must conduct a thorough Programmatic Environmental Impact 

Statement, PEIS, to determine the environmental risks associated with the 

proposed operation of its MOX/Plutonium Pit project at SRS. This PEIS 

should of course involve full public participation and commentary on the 

proposed pit project. 

 

 

We look forward to your reply and to meeting with you once public hearings begin on 

the MOX/Plutonium Pit proposal. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

/s/ 

 

Mark Muhich 

For Sierra Club Nuclear Free Core Team 

 

Cc: Senator Gary Peters 


